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1. I'm a New Deal Keynesian Liberal Democrat. So when I
heard the @AOC use the “S” word I chided her for it
because I knew the #KochBrothers would throw it right
back at us. And they did. I trust a lesson was learned.

2. What Trump is doing from his perspective is clearly seeking to divert attention

from Mueller but also from #PedophileGate. However, IMO, the reason they turned

on @AOC and her team of left-leaning frosh House members is because they called

for a 70% top rate. It's that simple.

3. I think if you check, they turned on @AOC shortly after that. Now I know that the

#MAGA base gets charged every time Der Führer targets another group or person for

more of his vile Trump hatred, and that is a perceived benefit to Trump2020,

4. at least in the KockBrothers' diseased twisted minds, the reason the GOP

BrownShirts are all ordered to goose-step to Trump’s marching tune is more because

it shuts down the one thing the #KochBrothers really fear.

5. Talk of taxes. So, while @AOC @RashidaTlaib @RepPressley & @Ilhan are being

targeted with violent hate-speech @theDemocrats are not calling for the

#KochBrothers to be taxed out of our politics. The real way to end #CitizensUnited.

Tax away their extra cash.

6. So if you want to stand in solidarity with our sisters who are being vicously

attacked, mention to the American people and the #MAGA fools in particular that

taxing the rich can be fun and profitable. Don’t get mad at the #KockBrothers and

their evil troll @Trump, get even.

7. If the Kochs think their hate strategy will result in them paying 70 or as I propose

90% in the top rate, they will tell Trump and @SenateGOP @HouseGOP to find a

Plan "B."
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